Eavesdrop on conversation in any clubhouse and the subject matter, especially after a round has been played, is likely to focus on the forevery-thing about the green speed. Those whose putts have found the target consistently will shout the load hurr; “Our greenkeeper has the equation just about right,” they’ll say, while the also-rans will vehemently debate with anyone prepared to listen—‘the misery of life in Tortoiseville. Next time out, with the target consistently will shout the misery of life in Tortoiseville. Next time out, with the best golfer really know? Touch and feel are exacting standards for measuring consistency and truth. Roll three identical balls, one with smooth surfaces, and two with undulating, but comparable, surfaces. The ball rolling most consistently is the smoothest. It is the so-called elite golfers who scrutinise the roll of their putts. But the average golfer, even the professional, rolls the ball into the hole in much the same manner as the amateur. It is the player who has honed the sensation of how the ball will fall into the hole who is most likely to be successful.

The subject of green speed is likely to be raised by those whose putts have found the target consistently, while the also-rans will be baying for blood. It’s a topic which every greenkeeper believes is way past its sell-by date.

It’s true, green speed as locker room fodder seems done to death, yet there is sound argument for turning the tables 180°, counter-attacking with the contention that it is the perception of green speed which is beating the golfer at his own game.

How come? Ask a few simple questions, like how are they measuring this so-called speed, how do they judge slow from medium ...and what exactly is fast? Does the average golfer really know? Touch and feel are the senses by which a player purports to measure your greens, yet the simple, clinical fact is that touch and feel cannot be measured, it’s different for everyone, no two ever are alike.

By the same standards, and this is a point green committee men especially might take on board, no two golf courses-or two greens, for that matter-are ever alike. The variables are too numerous to list but include variant grass species, changeable climate conditions (dew-soaked morning greens, quickened naturally by Mother Nature as the day progresses), contours, green sizes, shelter from trees versus raw exposure to wind, outbreaks of disease, the list is endless.

It is the so-called elite golfers (handicap zero to five, shall we say), who are the most vocal. For them especially the game has changed; for their demands have wiped away the old philosophy of ‘playing the ball where it lies’ to one of insistence that greens be set up so that they may lob the ball into a perfect, playable position every time. Yet golf is meant to be a game of strategy and position—above the hole with downhill roll should be three-putt country, for the point of positioning has been missed. As golf writer Jim Achenbach opined most recently, “anyone who ends up in the wrong position on the green should be putter-whipped.”

What can be measured, in terms of the number of days before turf stress sets in, is the direct correlation between giving golfers what they interpret as fast (shaven) greens and compromising the continuing good health of your sward. Your members will not thank you for failing, while providing shaven surfaces on a continuous basis will very likely give you an odd-on chance to line up at the employment office. So, how will you keep the putting pundits satisfied? The answer, because golfers confuse fast greens with consistent roll, is to be found in one simple word—SMOOTH! Because the cutting of greens is perhaps the most routine of all jobs, it is easy for the operator to slip into auto-pilot, overlooking the simple things that produce perfect results. The objective must be to achieve a perfect, smooth, stress free cut, clear straight lines, every time, without scalping high spots or leaving hollows with uncut, lushi patches. This is easy enough on greens which are relatively flat or gently undulating, but where severe contouring, particularly on the crest of a two-tier green, the problem calls for extra care.

Extra care means checking your mower regularly, ensuring blades are set accurately to the desired height and that they are very, very sharp! With rare exceptions, there is little need for the height of cut to drop below three sixteenths of an inch, which is stressful enough, considering the rigours of daily play; indeed quarter of an inch is often acceptable for routine play if all other smoothness regimes are carried through. Such regimes must permit the ball to be rolled more easily across surfaces which fraction has been reduced to a minimum.

These include reducing thatch build-up; verticating as often as good sense dictates with the blades set ‘softly’ so the unit just nicks the thatch, lightly dressing the turf, regularly and carefully, ensuring all the topdressing is drag matted or brushed into the surface, followed a few days later with a pass using turf groomers—lightly again. All of these will contribute toward the target of uniformity. It must be stressed, however, as no two greens are alike, greens at variance with each other will not necessarily need an equal amount of mechanical grooming.

In this sometimes ridiculous race for pace, the greenkeeper may take comfort in knowing that turf machinery manufacturers are clearly supportive, indeed far more concerned for continuous turf health than are your members for speedy greens.

Knowing that many greenkeepers prefer walking, the array of walk-behind mowers—Super Cerete and the 11-blade reel Ransomes Greens Super are confirmed favourites—sufficient to please the best putter, offering a choice of tournament bedknives, brushes, vertical cutters, two-inch guide wheels, roller scrapers, indeed nothing is too much trouble in this customer-led situation.

What is also clear is that many more turf managers are ringing the changes, using ride-on’s during weekdays and walk-behind mowers at weekends. Of course, mowing with a ride-on is altogether different, with greenkeeper and machine effectively moulded into one single unit. A riding tractor is faster than a walker, so operators should be especially alert for any grease or oil spillage, to be prepared to stop immediately, shut off the machine and to clear up before too much damage has been caused. For this reason alone, though clearly there are many other benefits, both mechanical and environmental, (for the parts it doesn’t have, or need, for instance), the battery powered electric triplex mower is winning converts galore.

Finally, a word about Stimpeters. Master Greenkeeper Terry Buchen is a believer in the tool’s value for measuring consistency and truth. Roll three identical balls, each bearing the same brand and compression ratio, from the same angle, he says, and if the surface is free from deforming characteristics those balls will gently touch one another—in both directions. Buchen has expressed surprise at the pride some turf managers take in having greens which, by their inconsistency, test ‘local knowledge’.

Then there’s the lovely true story concerning Shaig Logan, for many years before his demise in the Head Greenkeeper at Muirfield. Shaig was presented with a Stimpeter prior to The Open being staged at his course. “What’s this for?” he asked. It’s for measuring the speed of the greens, he was told. “Why would I want to do that?” So that you can make each green roll at the same speed. “Why would I want to do that?” So the 1st green would not be slower than the 9th, that the 10th be equal to the 17th and 18th; not slower, not faster. “But, laddie,” he said, “that’s why we have practice rounds.”
How do you measure up?

Golf Environment Competition 1998

All entry forms must be returned to BIGGA by Friday, May 29

in association with

Entry forms are available from all UK mainland golf clubs. Also available from BIGGA, Aldwark Manor, Aldwark, Alne, York, YO6 2NF.
& DIVE permeate

permeate penetrates through thatch and water repellent soil layers to infiltrate the root zone optimising water penetration to critical depths.

permeate can be used as a single lasting application for long lasting results or as a managed programme throughout the year.

permeate is fully compatible with Alleviate tenside hydrophobe technology for the treatment of dry patch and water repellent soils.

Developed and manufactured by:
Service Chemicals plc., 17 Lanchester Way, Royal Oak Industrial Estate, Daventry, Northants, NN11 5PH.
Tel: 01327 704444; Fax: 01327 871154
e-mail: servicechm@aol.com
web pages, http://members.aol.com/servchemuk
Be seen on the green!

Here's your chance to win an exclusive BIGGA 100% waterproof jacket designed by Walrus worth over £55!

Simply search through all the products and services in our guide and locate the 3 BIGGA logos hidden within the pages. Write down the names of the products and services from the 3 advertisements where the BIGGA logo is hidden, and send your entries on a postcard to:

Locate the Logos, Greenkeeper International, Aldwark Manor, Aldwark, Alne, York YO61 1UF

Entries to reach us no later than Friday, May 15, 1998. The first correct entry drawn will receive the exclusive Walrus jacket. Don't forget to tell us the size and telephone number if you spot our three logos later than Friday, May 15, 1998. The first correct entry drawn will receive a 100% waterproof jacket designed by Walrus.

The judges decision is final. No correspondence will be entered into. This competition is not open to employees of BIGGA staff or non-members.

Congratulations to Albert Arnott of Dunnikier GC, who spotted our three logos last month. Your exclusive Walrus jacket is on the way!
Duncan Ross

Specialists in lawn drainage, golf course construction and maintenance

M J ABBOTT LIMITED
Roach Lane, Ditton, Salisbury, Wiltshire SP1 6JG
Tel: 01722 716361 • Fax: 01722 718629

The Andersons. Uniformly the best.
The highest quality Nitrogen source in the industry with the most uniform particle size available

For further information
0118 951 0033

Fertilisers

Fertiliser Spreaders

If it needs spreading
AMTEC have the Spreader
Complete range of Professional Rotary Spreaders
call us on
0118 951 0033

Fountains

FOUNTAINS
For all your flowing fountain and aerator requirements, contact S.G.I. Sales.
Ask for details of our large range for functional and decorative displays.

S.G.I. Sales
The Oastelle, Evesham, Worcestershire, WR11 4TS, England.
Tel: 01386 412122; Fax: 01386 433769
E-mail: http://www.evenproducts.com

Golf Signs

GOLF SIGNS
Made from tough and weatherproof GRC.
Available in standard or tailor made designs.
Can include hole information, club name & number.
Pre-drilled in a range of sizes.

TIS for taking care of your pitch or green.

IRIGATION

ADVERTISING

Tell us about your business, nothing too small.
Contact TIS for taking care of your pitch or green.
**Logic Irrigation**

Manufacturers & Distributors of quality irrigation equipment
- EICON radio remote control for TW2-1 and TWG-4
- AQUARIUS 2 PC based control system, runs in Windows 95
- LOGIC decoders, compatible system, runs in Windows 95
- Multiway outputs, up to 4 valves.

**British Overseas Irrigation Limited**

Tel: (01932) 784301
Fax: (01932) 784037

**Irrigation Systems & Equipment**

For all your irrigation requirements, whether a new installation or system refurbishment – contact us now for a free survey, design and quotation.

**I.L.S. Irrigation Systems & Equipment**

Unit 18, Camp Hill Close, Dallamires Lane, Ripon, North Yorkshire HG4 1TT

Tel/Fax: 01765 711 964
Area Office Tel/Fax: 01483 278 416

**Wardle Consulting Engineers, Ltd.**

INDEPENDENT IRRIGATION CONSULTANTS & PROJECT MANAGERS

B. Main St. Barton-under-Needwood
STAFFS DE15 8LY

Main Office Tel/Fax: 01203 711 964
Area Office Tel/Fax: 01483 278 416

**Irrigation and Drainage Services Ltd**

Tel: 01333 599119

**Automatic Watering Systems for Sports and Leisure Grounds**

Designed & Supplied by GLEN HEAT & IRRIGATION

Pinchbeck, Spalding, Lincs.
Tel: (01775) 722327
Fax: (01775) 725444

**British Turf & Landscape Irrigation Association**

Our aim is to ensure you have the best possible irrigation system so we constantly monitor, maintain and raise the standards of our members.

For a full list of members contact David Haford

Tel: 01905 640661 or fax: 01905 645942

**Lake Construction/Liners**

GT Liners for lakes, ponds and storage basins from the UK's leading contractor

Comprehensive advice regarding design and construction of water areas

GT Ltd, Wiston Road, Nayland, Colchester, Essex CO6 4TL
Tel: 01206 262676 Fax: 01206 262998

**Lake Management**

Planning, Supply, Installation

Lining membranes and associated products for ponds, lakes, water features and reservoirs

Tel: 01594 529191 Fax: 01594 529413
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J Used machinery list as of 17.04.98

- **Toro Groundsmaster 117 petrol** and turbo collector to fit Beaver gangs £1,000
  c/w 8 blade reels £2,500
  power steering standard 9 blade units £3,000
  up-front rotary mower c/w collector £1,750

- **Toro Groundsmaster 322-D c/w** fitted with a 72" side discharge mower £1,000

- **Kubota G1900-S c/w 54" deck** a mid mounted deck and cab £4,500

- **Set of 3 verti-cut units** good condition £1,000

- **88" Tri-Flex Deck** £4,000

- **Toro Greensmaster 300 (petrol)**

- **Toro GM3000-D Choice of 2** £3,000

- **Kubota B1750 HST fitted with Ransomes Motor Triple (petrol)**
  greens mower c/w cab £2,250
  3wd c/w floating heads £1,750

- **Massey Ferguson 1020 G/box, greens mower c/w cab** £2,000

- **Jacobsen Trl-King 1672 diesel** hydraulic gangs £2,250
  Lloyds Paladin 21" fine turf mower £2,000

Additional Information:

- **All prices are plus VAT**
- **Sales: 01825 872070 Fax: 01825 872130**
- **BRITISH & INTERNATIONAL GOLF GREENKEEPERS ASSOCIATION, ALDWARK MANOR, ALDWARK, ALNE, YORK, Y06 2NF 01347 838581**
- **Fax: 01825 872130**
- **Tel: 01247 814981**
- **Contact: 01446 781701/781781**
- **Aid Certificate, JS/76/98**
- **Golf Course Preparation Video £14.95 to BIGGA members £29.95 to non-members**
- **Golf Course Reconstruction Video £14.95 to BIGGA members £29.95 to non-members**
- **Ecology Book £14.95 to BIGGA members £29.95 to non-members**
- **Ecology Video £14.95 to BIGGA members £29.95 to non-members**
- **Raising the Standards of Mowing Management Video £14.95 to BIGGA members £29.95 to non-members**
- **Setting the Standard in Spraying Application Video £14.95 to BIGGA members £29.95 to non-members**
- **SISIS DIRECT turf maintenance machinery**
- **SISIS 6f LIGHTWEIGHT MOUNTED ROLLER**
  TEL: 01825 740383

Assistant with 9 yrs experience on parkland course.

Deputy Head Greenkeeper Aged 31 with 13 years experience in greenkeeping. Qualifications achieved in City and Guilds 1, II, III, PA1 and PA2A, BTEC D32, D33 certificates. Experience in all areas of turf management and construction. Seeking new position, any location considered.

JS/73/97

---

**ON COURSE WITH GGA EDUCATION**

- **Golf Course Presentation**
  - This booklet is a must for all course managers because when a tournament starts it can be an intense, high-pressure game. It also provides a valuable insight into the world of professional turf maintenance management. It is essential reading for all golfers who want to improve their understanding of the game or behind the scenes. Avid golfers and enthusiasts will also be inspired by Jim Arthur’s champions’ tips. The book offers a unique inside look at the operation of a greenkeeper.**

**British & International Golf Greenkeepers Association, Aldwark Manor, Aldwark, Alne, York, Y06 2NF 01347 838581**

---

**Practical Greenkeeping by Jim Arthur**

No one knows more about golf greenkeeping than Jim Arthur who has been a key player in the world of golf throughout his career. He has served as agronomist to the Championship, course manager for many of the world’s most prestigious courses, and consultant to several clubs including the Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews. Now, in his book Practical Greenkeeping, Jim Arthur offers the reader a unique insight into the world of golf course management, while it should be required reading for all golfers who want to improve their understanding of the game or behind the scenes. Avid golfers and enthusiasts will also be inspired by Jim Arthur’s champions’ tips. The book offers a unique inside look at the operation of a greenkeeper.

**Golf Course Preparation Video £29.95 to non-members £14.95 to BIGGA members**

**Ecology Book £7.00 to BIGGA members £14.95 to non-members**

**Ecology Video £14.95 to BIGGA members £29.95 to non-members**

---

**SISIS DIRECT turf maintenance machinery**

- **SISIS 6f LIGHTWEIGHT MOUNTED ROLLER**
  TEL: 01825 740383

---

**Course Manager, Penina Golf and Consultant.**

Jack McMillan, ex-Course Manager, Sunningdale and Course Consultant. His experience and knowledge in all areas of course management, while it should be required reading for all golfers who want to improve their understanding of the game or behind the scenes. Avid golfers and enthusiasts will also be inspired by Jim Arthur’s champions’ tips. The book offers a unique inside look at the operation of a greenkeeper.

**Golf Course Preparation Video £29.95 to non-members £14.95 to BIGGA members**

---

No one knows more about golf greenkeeping than Jim Arthur who has been a key player in the world of golf throughout his career. He has served as agronomist to the Championship, course manager for many of the world’s most prestigious courses, and consultant to several clubs including the Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews. Now, in his book Practical Greenkeeping, Jim Arthur offers the reader a unique insight into the world of golf course management, while it should be required reading for all golfers who want to improve their understanding of the game or behind the scenes. Avid golfers and enthusiasts will also be inspired by Jim Arthur’s champions’ tips. The book offers a unique inside look at the operation of a greenkeeper.

**Golf Course Preparation Video £29.95 to non-members £14.95 to BIGGA members**

---

---